**Name:** Mars  
**Species:** Dog  
**Breed:** Mixed Breed  
**Age:** 2 years  
**Size:** Large (56 pounds)  
**ID #:** A43376178

Have you always wanted to see Mars? Here is your big chance...come to PAWS to meet MARS the dog who is out of this world! People have always been fascinated by the Red Planet....but Mars the dog is even MORE captivating!

Have you been searching a long time for your new best friend? Well, you are in luck because Mars has been waiting for you, too! He is going choose YOU if you are active and love to spend time outdoors! He is dreaming of running in your fenced yard to chew and fetch all of the sticks for you! He will be happiest with a family with adults (and/or teens only). He has a handsome black and white coat...almost like a tuxedo! He has a lot of puppy energy and looooooves to wrestle! You might just call him John Cena! This active buddy is also a sensitive and sweet soul who quite enjoys being a couch potato, too. He’s the best of everything! If you adopt Mars, you’ll agree that he is PUP-tastic!

**PUP Quiz:**  
Q: Is Mars a planet or a dog?  
A: BOTH!

❤ Made with love by Dr. Warmouth’s 2nd Grade Class  
at Spruce Elementary School ❤